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MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT

The Batangas State University’s contribution to the broad spectrum of development is through its research initiatives and extension
services, placing these priorities at the heart of the University. Through
the years, the Research Development and Extension Office has honed
the relationship between research and extension services in ways that
would improve the lives of the community that we serve .
This journal shows the corroboration of the Research and Extension
Offices’ accomplishments for the last quarter of 2012. Herein cited are
the Research and Extension Services teams’ initiatives to promote highly original research works,
conduct of workshops and hosting of meetings and conferences concerned with the expansion of the
researchers’ and extensionists’ capabilities, award-winning research creations, strengthening of collaborations with different institutions and agencies concerned with research and extension projects .
Repertoires of research conducted by our faculty, staff, and students have also been featured
for research dissemination and utilization. Indeed, the University’s excellence in the field has paved
the way to global recognition, taking into account the researches which have been presented locally
and internationally and not to mention those which have been successfully published and privileged
with awards.
Equally laudable are the extensionists for their philanthropic actions which this journal
documents, such as community initiatives and humanitarian services, socio-economic and environmental development programs, privileges for education such as the Adopt-a-School Program, responsible participation in conferences, conventions, and trainings - all these, to fulfil our commitment of service to our stakeholders, partners and the community .
Truly, we are making a huge difference in the lives of other people, especially those whom we
serve and live with. Let us continue to make this our passion.

Dr. Nora Lumbera-Magnaye
University President
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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENSION

As the University grows and responds to the call for globalization
vis-à-vis significant developments in various fields of study, the Research,
Development and Extension Office remains to be adaptive to these shifting
landscapes for sustainability. It continues to forward strategic initiatives in
order to address the impending challenge of exploring avenues for active
engagement and collaboration among members of the academe, external
stakeholders, government agencies, and professional organizations. These
open opportunities for the conduct of various multidisciplinary research
projects and research-based extension activities that would contribute to the scientific, technological, and
sustainable economic development of the University and the communities in its service areas. Further, a
new framework of delivering extension services was initiated to focus on the most underserved communities in order to induce impact on the lives of our clientele and beneficiaries.
This RDE Quarterly highlights the most significant initiatives and accomplishments of the office
and of our faculty and student researchers and extensionists, as well as the recognition received by the
University in the areas of research and extension. It also underscores the magnanimous support given to
us by the BatStateU administration and by external funding agencies in the furtherance of research and
extension services in the University.
This publication accentuates the synergized efforts of the BatStateU community in responding to
the needs of the country and the global community through dynamic involvement in research and extension projects. It is hoped that this will increase the people’s awareness of the significant role played by
research and extension in generating new knowledge and developing communities to ensure sustainability for future generations.

Dr. Tirso A. Ronquillo
Vice President for Research, Development and Extension
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Message from the Director for Research
The accomplishments of the Research Office for the 4 th quarter of 2012 provided significant value added inputs to the University researchers and research personnel, which not only enhanced their research capabilities but also invited more ideas
for research generation. Truly, the Research Office is consistently performing its commitment of producing high impact and quality research.

Everyone faculty researcher in the University is challenged to advance the frontier of knowledge by
keeping the flame of enthusiasm in discovering knowledge through research burning steadily. We have ceased
to be not only consumers of research-based knowledge but creators of knowledge through research. The fruit
of scientific research, although it is not an easy task, is so rewarding and it uplifts the professional caliber of
faculty researchers. It is our commitment to make our research functional, productive and empowering.
Dr. Shirley G. Cabrera
Director for Research

Message from the Director for Extension Services
Since its inception several decades ago, the BatStateU Extension Services Office
has undergone a careful modification of its structures and practices to establish more
comprehensive, responsive and productive programs, activities and projects (PAPs).
This helped induce the University’s competitive advantage and increased its capability
to meet the requisites of a global society.
Through the concerted efforts of our competent and driven faculty and student
extensionists, coupled by the strong support of the administration and the ESO Asst. Directors and staff, the
entire BatStateU community has developed a higher degree of interest and inclination to conduct quality, high
impact extension projects that strengthen and revitalize the University’s commitment to uphold its institutional
mandates.
This RDE Quarterly publication provides strong reinforcement to our monthly edition of the ESO Bulletin, and not only highlights our office’s meaningful activities but also features the significant impact these
PAPs bring to our clientele, stakeholders and beneficiaries in our service areas. This is a testament to our undying dedication in living our philosophy of empowering communities to enable the people to live with a high level
of dignity.
Prof. Romeo C. De Castro
Director for Extension Services
The RDE Quarterly
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research NEWS

BoR approves Research & Development and Extension manuals
After a series of revisions and content enhancement to ensure adherence to accepted standards,
the Research and Development Manual and the Extension Services Manual of the University were
finally approved by the University’s Board of Regents by virtue of Board Res. No. 573, S. 2012.
Dr. Tirso A. Ronquillo, VP for Research, Development and Extension, together with the Directors
and Asst. Directors for Research and Extension
Services met at least two times a week for two and
a half months to deliberate on the details of the revisions.
Prior to endorsement to the BoR for final approval, the proposed revisions were presented to,
and eventually approved by, the University’s Executive Committee, the Research and Extension
Councils, and the Administrative Council.

Dr. Tirso Ronquillo, VPRDE, discusses the revisions in the R&D and
Extension Manuals during the joint Research and Extension Councils
meeting on Nov. 9, 2012 at the Nursing Amphitheater, GPB Campus I.

Highlights of the Revisions in the Manuals
Major revisions in the manuals include the change in
the organizational structure of both offices, realignment
of thrusts and priorities, and additional incentives for
extensionists and researchers.
The incentives were primarily based on MC 001,
S.2009 of the National Science and Technology System.
In light of the increased incentives vis-à-vis the renewed vigor and interest of faculty members to engage
in research and extension activities, the Office of the
VPRDE expects an increase in the number presentations
and publication of research outputs in the future.
The VPRDE, Director and Asst. Directors for Research deliberate on the proposed revisions in the Research Manual during a
series of meetings held at the Office of the VPRDE.

The Director and Asst. Directors for Extension Services, together
with the VPRDE, analyze the possible modifications in the Extension
Services Manual.

The RDE Quarterly
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BatStateU acquires license on anti-plagiarism and patenting software
Through the initiative of the Research and Development Office, the University acquired an institutional license of the Turnitin and the Thomson
Innovation software on December 2012.
These software would ensure that research projects, scholarly papers and other academic writing
are held to the highest standards and maintain a
high level of dignity as scholarly work done by
members of the BatStateU community.
Turnitin is an anti-plagiarism software that
would ensure the originality of a research study or
any academic paper by submitting and validating it
against billions of web pages and library databases
and publications in the Internet.

On the other hand, the Thomson Innovation
patenting software will identify key technologies
and trends with robust analysis and visualization
tools, and integrate the University’s own research
data with global patent for better and more relevant results.
The Thomson Innovation and the Turnitin
software can be used in formative assessment to
help researchers avoid plagiarized content and
enhance the inventiveness of their projects.
Moreover, these would ensure the innovativeness of the research studies that will be submitted
for possible publication to national and international refereed journals.

DOST-PCIEERD, BatStateU
collaborate on research projects
Batangas State University and the Department
of Science and Technology - Philippine Council for
Industry, Energy and Emerging Technology Research and Development (DOST-PCIEERD) inked
the Memorandum of Agreement in the conduct of
two research projects.
The MoA for the project “Establishment of a
Centralized Facility of Ultra High Temperature/
High Temperature Short Time (UHT/HTST) Pasteurizer for Milk, Coconut Water and other Juices”
was formally signed on August 24, 2012. It has a
project duration of one year , from September 2012
to August 2013. The total project cost is Php
9,695,862.85.
On the other hand, the Memorandum of Agreement for the research project entitled “Development
of Frozen Embryo Cultured Makapuno (ECM) Meat
as Intermediate Raw Materials for Food Processing” was inked on September 2012. It has a total
project cost of Php 1,621,440.00 and will also last
for one year.

The RDE Quarterly

Dr. Tirso Ronquillo elucidates to the UHT Project Team the details
of the research project funded by DOST-PCIEERD.

These are two of the most significant externally-funded research projects that the University has ventured into in recent years. Dr. Nora
Magnaye, University President, expressed her
gratitude to the funding agency for the trust
given to the University.
BatStateU is currently in the process of procuring the necessary equipment for the concretization of the said projects.
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CEAFACS research paper wins award
As a testament to the University’s adherence to
its commitment of producing quality research outputs, a research paper from the Electronics Engineering (ECE) Department of CEAFACS won 2 nd
Prize at the 25 th Regional Symposium on Research
and Development Highlights (RSRDH) held at the
Cultural Center, Provincial Capitol, Sta. Cruz, Laguna on October 23-25, 2012.
The research paper entitled “Design and Development of an Automated Bucket Drip Irrigation System” by Ludyneil Bautista, Josephine Medrano, Joseph Moreno and Roy Sanvictores, ECE students of
GPB Main Campus II, was hailed as the 2nd Best
Paper and Best Poster at the symposium.
Engr. Albertson Amante, the students’ research
adviser, presented the paper at the symposium,
which was conducted simultaneously with the 2 nd
Regional Techno Gabay Summit (RTGS) with the
theme “Strengthening Consortium Alliance through
Collaboration and Strategic Governance.”
Two other research papers were presented during
the symposium. Ms. Vaberlie Mandane of the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) presented the study
“Community Assessment on the Critical Factors Affecting the Implementation and Effectiveness of Calumpang River Rehabilitation Campaign.” Ms.
Claudine Faye Agno and Ms. Heidi Baraan, both
faculty researchers from CAS, co-authored the
study.

ICRISAT Director Dr. William C. Dar graciously posed with Mrs.
Rowena Anyayahan, Dr. Shirley Cabrera and Mr. Mars Panganiban during the exhibit for the Regional Techno Gabay Summit held
on Oct. 23-25, 2012 in Sta. Cruz, Laguna.

The RDE Quarterly

Engr. Albertson Amante presents the research paper “Design and
Development of an Automated Bucket Drip Irrigation System” during
the Regional Symposium on Research and Development Highlights in
Sta. Cruz, Laguna on Oct. 23, 2012 .

The study entitled “Sensory Evaluation and Acceptability of Flavored Chevon (capra hircus) tapa
was presented by its author, Mrs. Rowena Anyayahan
from the College of Agriculture and Forestry in BatStateU Lobo campus.
On the other hand, the University also supported
the 2 nd Regional Techno Gabay Summit. Posters of
researches conducted and facilitated by the University, as well as products developed by the University,
were displayed and exhibited in a booth assigned for
BatStateU.

Ms. Vaberlie Mandane, faculty researcher from the College of Arts
and Sciences, presents the research paper entitled “Community
Assessment on the Critical Factors Affecting the Implementation and Effectiveness of Calumpang River Rehabilitation Campaign.”
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BAR celebrates silver anniversary;
BatStateU shows support
The Bureau of Agricultural Research (BAR) celebrated its 25th Anniversary on August 8, 2012 at the
SM Mega Trade Halls 1 and 2 in Mandaluyong City.
In line with this event, the Bureau, through the
National Technology Commercialization Program
(NTCP), organized the 8 th Agriculture and Fisheries
National Technology Commercialization Forum and
Product Exhibition on August 9-12, 2012 at the same
venue.
Gov. Joey Salceda of Albay, who was invited by DA-BAR in its
Silver Anniversary, shares the efforts and initiatives of the provincial government in addressing climate change that severely affects
the province’s agricultural sector.

The celebration had the theme “BAR @ 25 : Celebrating R and D Excellence in Agriculture and Fisheries” and was participated in by BAR’s partner agencies
and educational institutions.

OVPRDE to conduct seminar-workshop
on research collaboration on agriculture

Batangas State University participated in the said
exhibits. The products presented were wine, tamarind
jam and dried Indian mango from the Boost Our Fruits
(BOF) project.

To provide an avenue for the enrichment of current practices and processes in the field of agriculture through innovative, multidisciplinary research,
the Office of the Vice President for Research, Development and Extension is geared to conduct a
Seminar Workshop on Research and Development
for Agriculture on January 14-15, 2013 at Brgy. Sawang, Lobo, Batangas.
Bearing the theme, “Setting OnWard to ReEngineer Agricultural Practices” or simply SOWing
to REAP, the activity will be participated in by the
University President, the VPRDE, Director and Assistant Directors for Research, Department Chairpersons from CEAFACS, and faculty researchers on the
areas of science, technology and agriculture.

“Tableya” (chocolate) from Main campus I, banana
chips from BatStateU Nasugbu, and ookan, tapa from
goat meat and fresh goat meat from BatStateU Lobo
were also presented.

The proposal was approved by Dr. Nora Magnaye,
University President, who vowed for her continued
support to agricultural research and development, especially on activities that will benefit not only the University but also the communities in its service areas.

Dr. Alexander Madrigal, Director of DOST Region IV-A, and Director Rodolfo Ilao of the Agricultural Resources – Management Research Division
of the Philippine Council for Agriculture, Aquatic
and Natural Resources Research and Development (PCAARRD) shall serve as the guest speakers.
Mayor Efren Diona of Lobo and Ms. Rosie Egea,
Lobo’s Municipal Agriculturist, shall be invited as
resource persons.
The plan was conceptualized after a series of
meetings among the VPRDE, Research Director and
Asst. Directors. It was agreed upon that there has to
be a reinvigorated interest toward agriculture among
the BatStateU community.
The RDE Quarterly

Dr. Ronquillo, Mrs. Anyayahan, Dr. Cabrera and other faculty researchers visit the Passion fruit plantation in Lobo, Batangas as part of
their preparation for the Seminar Workshop on Research and Development for Agriculture.
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Dr. Tirso Ronquillo (VPRDE) and Dr. Shirley Cabrera (Director for Research) discuss with faculty researchers the importance of a well- prepared
Work and Financial Plan prior to conducting any research study.

Research office conducts write shop on WFP preparation
In line with its mandate to enhance the research
capabilities of faculty and student researchers
through human and physical resources development, the Research Office conducted a Write Shop
on the Preparation of the Work and Financial
Plan (WFP) on November 15, 2013 at the Multimedia Room II, CITE Building, Main Campus 1,
Batangas City.
Faculty researchers with approved research
projects for FY 2012-2013 attended the said write
shop.
Dr. Tirso Ronquillo, during his opening message, highlighted the importance of a wellprepared WFP before starting a research project.

On the other hand, Dr. Shirley Cabrera reiterated
that in spite of the write shops and trainings that were
conducted in previous years, there is a constant need
to convene and reassess current practices in preparing
WFPs.
Prof. Jocelyn Castillo, Prof. Rosenda Bronce and
Engr. Mary Rose Persincula, all Asst. Directors for
Research, guided the faculty researchers present in
the step by step process of preparing a WFP.
At the end of the write shop, it was agreed upon
that the revised WFP of all approved research projects
shall be submitted to the Research Office on or before
Dec. 15, 2013.

Faculty researcher attends ASPBI
Mr. Aquino dela Peña, a faculty researcher from
the Rosario campus, attended the 2010 Annual Survey of Philippine Business and Industry (ASPBI)
and Survey on Information and Communication
Technology held on December 6, 2012 at Monte
Vista Resort, Calamba, Laguna.
Data collected from the ASPBI would constitute
bases upon which the government and the
private
sector can formulate policies and evolve economic
development plans.
This was held concurrently with the 2010 Census of Population and Housing (CALABARZON
Regional Data Dissemination Forum). The results
would be used in constructing national and regional
income accounts of the Philippine economy; formulating development strategies and monitoring plans/
The RDE Quarterly

policies in the attainment of national and regional
goals; and valuating conditions of the economy, employment and income perspective in updates for the
frame of establishments.
The 2010 ASPBI covers establishments engaged in
activities as defined by Philippine Standard Industrial
Classification (PSIC) like Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishery; Mining and Quarrying; Manufacturing; Electricity and Gas (etc); Water Supply; Construction;
Wholesale and Retail
Before the end of the program, reactions from
government and private sector were rendered. The
Provincial Statistics Officer (PSO) of NSO Quezon,
Ms. Airene A. Pucyutan, presented the 2010 ASPBI
survey background.
Vol. 1 No.1 October - December 2012
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BatStateU to host international research conference
In order to provide an avenue for local and international researchers and professionals to convene and
share the most innovative practices in the areas that
carry the flagship programs of the University, Batangas State University is geared to host the 2013 International Research Conference on Innovations in
Engineering, Science and Technology (IRCIEST
2013) on November 27-29, 2013 at the Main Campus
I, Batangas City.
Bearing the theme “Beyond Borders: Advancing
Engineering, Science and Technology for Multidisciplinary Convergence” this three-day activity promises to be a significant gathering of science and engineering professionals and academicians in the country
and in other parts of the world.
Aside from the keynote speeches and parallel
paper presentations, a major feature of the conference
is the conduct of Master Classes, where experts on
specialized disciplines will impart technical knowledge and skills along the areas of engineering, science and technology.
The research papers to be presented will fall under
any of the following thematic areas:
Automation
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Electronics
Energy and Environment
Engineering Education
Food and Agriculture
Information and Communication Technology
Instrumentation and Control
Nanotechnology
Materials Science and Engineering
Science and Technology Education

Photo shows the banner for the 2013 International Research Conference on Innovations in Engineering, Science and Technology (IRCIEST 2013) to be hosted by BatStateU on Nov. 27 - 29,
2013.

Selected research papers will be published in an
international refereed journal on engineering, science
and technology, which is one of the major outputs of
IRCIEST 2013.
An International Advisory Board (IAB) shall be created to provide professional and technical insights on the
conduct of the conference and serve as the general oversight committee of IRCIEST 2013.
On the other hand, an International Scientific Committee (ISC) shall be created to review the research papers submitted for oral or poster presentation by providing written, unbiased feedback on the scholarly merits
and scientific value of the work and ensure the work’s
accuracy and originality.

Members of the working committees of IRCIEST 2013 listen intently as
Dr. Tirso Ronquillo, General Conference Chair, explains their respective duties and responsibilities in a meeting held at the Multimedia
Room 2, Main Campus I.
The RDE Quarterly

Pertinent details on the international conference
may be found at the conference website,
www.irciest.com.ph. Dr. Tirso A. Ronquillo, VP for
Research, Development and Extension, serves as the
General Conference Chair, while Dr. Nora L. Magnaye, University President, heads the International
Advisory Board .
Vol. 1 No.1 October - December 2012
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The BRAManPro Experience
Prof. Anacleto M. Caringal
BRAManPro stands for Biodiversity Resource Assessment and Management Protocols. A Seminar-Training
for BRAManPro was held at the Philippine Council for
Agriculture, Aquatic, and Natural Resources Research
and Development (PCAARRD) – Department of Science and Technology (DOST), on September 25-28,
2012 in Los Baňos, Laguna.
Prof. Anacleto Caringal, Director for Research Projects and faculty at the College of Agricutlure and
Fisheries of BatStateU, attended the said activity .

Biodiversity research is not a new topic in my 10
years field of experience on the same agenda in Lobo,
Batangas. But this training opened new methodological approaches in conducting biodiversity studies and
analyzing empirical data.
I learned from Dr. Edwino Fernando of UPLBCFNR the importance of BRAManPro as to how to
discover biodiversity through simple assessment, surveys, inventories and descriptions, and through bioinformatics – the ways and means of managing biodiversity knowledge that involves databases and information networks. I learned that biodiversity could be
better understood thru phylogenetic interpretations,
species interactions, hierarchical classifications and
ecosystem functioning.
On the other hand, Mr. Geoff E. Tabaranza discussed basic data analysis and interpretation through
species discovery curve, species richness and indexes, and general approaches/methodologies such as
time species counts, biometrics and photographic
identification, georeferencing and GIS, ethnobiological survey, and consider habitat studies for
birds and mammals.
Dr. Afuang is more concerned on the morphometrics of the external anatomy of amphibians and reptiles by showing to us her callipers. She also provided
us sample collection forms from way back 1992. Her
presentation were merely gray illustrations and number labelling except for some colored photos of the
frogs.

Dr. Lit delved on the functional diversity of arthropods and the collection methods for nocturnal
and diurnal animals and for sessile and mobile elements. He explained the indicator group/specialist
sampling techniques for specific insects; the more
techniques the better, he said. He reiterated that
there is also a need for more insect taxonomists in
the country.
I learned how to use the Biodiversity Pro software in analyzing diversity data trends, particularly
on species richness index and dissimilarity, which I
can use for my past and future research data.
I led the NCR-Southern Luzon group by presenting orally our research proposal output during
the final day. The study is entitled Microsatellitebased Genetic Diversity Analysis and Habitat
Characterization of Philippine Teak (Tectona
philippinensis Benth. & Hook.) Along Verde Island
Passage of Batangas Province, Philippines.
The proposal aims to trace the similarity and
dissimilarity in terms of genotype among and
within the currently known subpopulations of critically endangered Philippine teak trees along the
Verde Island Passage (VIP). It also aims to establish the habitat information of Philippine teak trees
that will be used for its conservation management
plant in a regional perspective.

Biodiversity research is not a new topic in my 10 years of field experience on the same
agenda in Lobo, Batangas. But this training opened new methodological approaches in
conducting biodiversity studies and analyzing empirical data.

The RDE Quarterly
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WIPO holds IP workshop; BatStateU, HEIs sign MoA with IPOPHL
The World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), in
cooperation with the Intellectual
Property Office of the Philippines (IPOPHL) and
the Commission on Higher Education (CHED),
conducted the WIPO National Workshop on Intellectual Property (IP) and Technology Management
for Universities and Research and Development
(R&D) Institutions on December 5-7, 2012 at Marriott Hotel, Pasay City.
Bearing the theme: “Mind the Gap,” the activity had two keynote speakers during the opening
ceremonies: CHED Commissioner Dr. Ruperto
Sangalang and Mr. Geoffrey Onyeama, the Deputy Director General of WIPO, Geneva.

Dr. Shirley Cabrera looks on as Atty. Luzviminda C. Rosales, VP for
Administration and Finance, signs the MoA between BatStateU and
IPOPHL, making the University one of the host institutions for the Innovation and Technology Support Office of IPOPHL.

Commissioner Sangalang mentioned statistics of the patented inventions in the country. The value
proved to be very alarming for the Filipino inventors because a very small percentage of the patents are
owned by Filipinos. Deputy DG Onyeama, on the other hand, expressed his gratitude to IPOPHL, especially
to Deputy GeneralBlancaflor for the warm welcome and hospitality during his stay in the country. He mentioned that WIPO is always supportive of activities concerning the protection of intellectual property rights.
The Memorandum of Agreement signing between IPOPHL and Higher Education Institutions and agencies
was conducted during this ceremony. HEIs from Region VI, Bohol Island State University, Batangas State
University, and DOST Negros Oriental, became the new Innovation and Technology Support Offices
(ITSOs) Host Institutions. PASUC, CHED, Ideaspace and WIPS also took part in the MoA signing.

MOA Signing together with (seated) Dr. Geoffrey Onyeama of WIPO, Comm. Ruperto Sangalang of CHED, Dr. Shirley
Cabrera, Atty. Luzviminda C. Rosales and (standing) Engr. Mary Rose Persincula and Engr. Donnalyn Cabaces.

The RDE Quarterly
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BatStateU intensifies partnership
with Conservation International
In its efforts to provide substantial support to the
call of the national government for environmental
protection and preservation, BatStateU strengthened
its partnership with Conservational International,
Philippines.

Dr. Nora L. Magnaye with Ms. Evangeline Miclat, Policy and Development Senior Manager and Marine Program Coordinator of the
Coral Triangle Initiative (CTI).

Batangas State University officials, headed by Dr.
Nora L. Magnaye, together with the University’s faculty
researchers, participated in the Coral Triangle Initiative
(CTI) Meeting and Signing of the Memorandum of
Agreement for the program entitled “Enhancing the Role
of State Universities and Colleges in Ensuring the Implementation of the CTI National Plan of Action at the Local
Level.”

The MoA signing was held on August 15, 2012 at the
Conference Room, CITE Building, Main Campus I.
Representatives from Conservation International are Ms.
Evangeline Miclat, Policy and Development Senior
Manager and Marine Program Coordinator of the Coral
Triangle Initiative (CTI), Mr. Rollan Geronimo, CI Consultant, and Ms. Cheryl Ventura, Project Assistant.

The forum had two parts. The morning session
featured presentations designed to inform the university community about the CTI and the various
activities of the national government and the province of Batangas concerning conservation science
and ecosystem services.

On the other hand, the Coral Triangle Initiative Forum, with the theme “Enhancing and Sustaining the
Coral Triangle Initiative” was held on August 29, 2012
at the Audio-visual Room, DevCom Bldg., of the University. This is still part of Conservational International’s
effort to communicate the objectives of CTI to the general public.

The afternoon session was devoted to discussing
and exploring the possibility of developing a research agenda by the university in support of the
CTI. The forum was participated in by University
senior officials, research and extension coordinators
and personnel and faculty researcher.

Conservation International
is an organization that pursues
a strategy that values and protects healthy ecosystems and its
services to the Filipino people
and to the rest of the world. CI
in the Philippines focuses on
thematic responses supported by
field demonstration in priority
areas.
Prof. Enrico Dalangin, Dr. Tirso Ronquillo and Dr. Shirley Cabrera discuss with Mr. Rolan
Geronimo and other officials of Conservation International possible areas of collaboration.

The RDE Quarterly
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Tanggol Kalikasan - Institute of Environment Governance initiatives supported
by BatStateU community
BatStateU-TK IEG Project Coordinator Romeo de Castro, together with staff members Jovito
Plata, Angelica Macalalad and Darlene Macaraig, participated in the CALABARZON Protected Area Management Boards (PAMBs) Summit with the theme
“Towards Improved Conservation, Protection and Rehabilitation of Protected Areas in CALABARZON” on
September 24 -25, 2012 at the Hotel Pontefino, Batangas City.

BatStateU- TK IEG Secretariat, composed of
Ms. Angelica Macalalad, Ms. Darleen Macaraig and
Ms. Zenaida B. Mendoza, participated in and supported the Verde Island Passage (VIP) Management
Framework Plan and reviewed the status of the management plans of each province covering the the Verde
Island Passage Marine Corridor Summit on September
27 – 28, 2012 at Hotel Pontefino , Batangas City.

BatStateU- TK IEG Secretariat served as facilitator at the “Taal Volcano Protected Landscape
Round Table Discussion (TVL RTD) Series” launched
on September 30, 2012 at the Pusod Taal Lake Conservation Center, Sitio Lipute, Brgy., Kinalaglagan,
Mataas na Kahoy.

BatStateU-TK IEG conducted its 2 nd Management Committee meeting on November 9, 2012 at the
Conference Room, CITE Bldg., Main I, Batangas City.
The meeting focused on the IEG Program, CALABARZON Protected Area Management Boards (PAMBs)
Summit, Verde Island Passage (VIP) Marine Corridor
Summit, Monitoring and Evaluation Tool / Mechanics on
Implemented TVPL Projects, and IEG-TVPL Area Specific Action Plan.

The RDE Quarterly
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Trainors trained on formulation of local climate change action plan
Director Romeo De Castro and Asst. Dir. Armando Mendoza Jr. joined other representatives
from various agencies on the Trainor's Training on
Formulation of Local Climate Change Action Plan
(LCCAP) held at the Local Government Academy
Training Center UP Los Banos, College, Laguna on
December 3 - 6, 2012.
The four - day training was part of DILG's program on Enhancing LGU Capacity on Climate
Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction.
The training was condcuted in partnership with UP
Los Banos- College of Public Affairs and Tanggol
Kalikasan Inc.- Institute of Environmental Governance (TK-IEG).

The training brought together participants from
DILG Regional Offices, concerned government
agencies and select Local Governance Training and
Research Institutes - Philippine Network (LoGoTRI PhilNet) member institutions to be LGA's partner in
implementing the program to LGUs.
The training had four parts, namely: (1) concepts
and principles, (2) LCCAP, (3) assessment methodologies and (4) technology of participation. A workshop to complete the planning matrix was conducted
on the third and fourth days of the training. Orientation on the Technology of Participation was given by
HNU – CLG Coordinator Josephine Cemine.

Participants at the training are shown here with their respective groups during the workshop on formulating the matrix of the local climate change
action plan (LCCAP).
The RDE Quarterly
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CHED to integrate GAD in the curriculum
The Commission on Higher Education (CHED) is planning to include Gender and Development (GAD) in the
higher education curriculum for awareness-setting and formal information dissemination on gender issues.
This concept was discussed during the 2 nd Higher Education Summit on Gender Issues with the theme
“Mainstreaming Gender and Development in Higher Education” held at the Bahay ng Alumni, University of the
Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City on November 27 – 28,
2012.
Ms. Vaberlie Mandane and Prof. Zenaida Mendoza during the
Higher Education Summit on Gender Issues

BatStateU GAD Center Head Zenaida Mendoza and
CAS Extension Coordinator Vaberlie Mandane attended
the summit, which also aimed to focus on the key areas of
gender equality, and establish a safe environment for
women.
CHED’s Plans of Action for 2013 concerning the specific issues, concerns, gaps and commitments that were
discussed and collated from the output of the 17 Regional
Gender Summits were presented. Also, there was a roundtable discussion on the preparation of the necessary policies, programs and collaborative projects utilizing the GAD
Budgets of SUCs.

The participants during the round table discussion on the proper
utilization of SUC budget for GAD projects

Significance of volunteerism highlighted
at the 1st NCEAV
To understand the landscape of volunteering in the
Philippines and how this relates to the role of the academe, the National Conference of the Engagement of the
Academe in Volunteering (NCEAV) was held at Miriam
College, Quezon City on December 6 – 7, 2012.
NSTP Asst. Dir. Alvin de Silva and CIT Extension
Coordinator Servillano Gardiano attended the conference,
which was themed “Promoting the Scholarship of Engagement, Charting New Paths.”
The NCEAV also featured exhibits from organizations
across the country showcasing good practices and case
studies. The plenary and breakout sessions provided a wide
range of learning covering topics that affect the engagement
of the academe in volunteering.
NCEAV is convened by the Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID), Miriam College and VSO
Bahaginan.
The RDE Quarterly

Prof. Servillano Gardiano (top) and Mr. Alvin de Silva
sign their name on the NCEAV board in support of the
spirit of volunteerism during the 2013 NCEAV.
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Inter-Regional Forum on CCA & DRRM held
The Inter – Regional Forum on Climate Change Adaptation
(CCA) and Disaster Risk Reduction Management (DRRM): A Collaboration Workshop for the Pasig – Laguna de Bay River Basin
was held on October 11, 2012 at the Marikina Convention Center,
Marikina City.
Extension Services Director Romeo De Castro and NSTP Director Romeo Guillo Jr. attended the forum, which bears the theme
“Building Disaster - Resilient Local Governments.” It aimed to
unify the efforts of contiguous local government units on DRRM &
CCA programs.
Participants were divided into five groups to craft the roadmap
towards creating a dynamic river basin, which was followed by the
presentation of group outputs. ARD Ariel Iglesia who facilitated
the workshop and presentation of outputs, led the commitment
building among representatives from the five groups.

ESO personnel attend the 3rd Asia-Pacific
Regional Conference on Community Development
Extension Services Director Romeo De Castro and Assistant Director for Community Services Jovito Plaza attended
the opening ceremonies of the 3rd Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on "People's Collective Actions Towards Rights,
Freedom and Securities" at the College of Social Work and
Community Development (CSWCD), University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City on October 22, 2012.
The regional conference aimed to provide an opportunity
and a venue to critically discuss the roles and capacity of
marginalized people and communities in a regime of rights,
freedoms and securities.
It also aimed to engage productively and creatively with a
growing community of social development workers. This activity was organized by the Community Development Society
of the Philippines, Inc. (CDSP) in coordination with the Department of Community Development (DCD) and CSWCD
and Center for Asia Mission for the Poor (CAMP). A total of
120 social development practitioners, professionals and
educators attended the regional conference.

The RDE Quarterly
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University strengthens partnership with Philippine Red Cross
The BatStateU community strengthened its
partnership with the Philippine Red Cross (PRC) by
conducting blood-letting activities as part of the different colleges and campuses’ extension services.
The College of Industrial Technology (CIT),
College of Engineering, Architecture, Fine Arts and
Computing Sciences (CEAFACS) of BatStateU Main
Campus II, and BatStateU Rosario campus, in collaboration with PRC-Batangas Chapter conducted
their Blood Letting activities on August 9-10 and December 6 and 11, 2012.

The RDE Quarterly

The first bloodletting activity of the BatStateU- ARASOF Nasugbu campus for AY 20122013 was held on September 14, 2012. BatStateU Main I and Lipa campuses, conducted the
same activity on September 1 and 13, 2012, respectively.
These blood-letting activities aim to support the advocacies of the PRC, and contribute in
the promotion of voluntary blood donation for the
achievement of the vision of RA 7719 or “The
National Blood Services Act of 1994”.
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Team BatStateU conducts medical & dental missions and gift-giving activities

Through the active and collaborative efforts of
BatStateU’s Extension Services and Health Services offices, in coordination with the College of
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences, the BatStateU community rovided strong support to the Annual Medical and Dental Mission held in honor of
beloved Saint Pio of Pietrelcina at the Capuchin
Retreat Center (CRC), San Sebastian, Lipa City
on September 9, 2012.
The day started with a Thanksgiving
mass celebrated by Rev. Fr. Cesar Gutierrez and
Rev. Fr. Sergio B. Arenga in honor of the doctors,
nurses, donors and volunteers who supported and
participated in the medical and dental mission,
which was pursued by the medical and dental
practitioners from Philippine Medical Association
(PMA-Lipa City), Philippine Dental Association
(PDA-Lipa City) and BatStateU.

The RDE Quarterly

Team BatStateU was led by Dr. Nora Magnaye
in the conduct of the activities. The University
also provided medicines for children and adults
amounting to Php 10,000.00, as well as medical
supplies such as gloves, cotton balls and alcohol
amounting to Php 2,350.00.
At the dispensary area, BatStateU Extension
Services and Supreme Student Council Confederation (SSCC) conducted a gift-giving activity
for the patients. The distribution of packs of
goods such as noodles, canned goods, and rice
was led by Dr. Magnaye and SSCC President and
Student Regent Olen Jaira Sophia M. Ona.
The medical and dental mission was initiated
by the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin and Padre
Pio Fraternity.
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Team MATALAW sponsors walk
for a cause and coastal cleanup
BatStateU Main I students from various colleges,
led by their respective Extension Coordinators, actively participated in the community program and
parade cum river cleanup on October 6, 2012.
Bearing the theme “Kalampag para sa Calumpang”, the project aimed to reduce the percentage of
youth who throw garbage into the Calumpang river,
and encourage them to actively participate in river
rehabilitation initiatives.
The project was initiated by Team MATALAW,
a group of BatStateU students who want to share
their innovative and sustainable ideas in addressing
the health and wellness concerns of the community.
The project is basically a social marketing idea
on Calumpang River rehabilitation and was chosen
and approved for implementation by the Unilab
Foundation under its Unilab Ideas Positive Program
– Transforming Communities with the Filipino
Youth.
The day started with a launching program and
symbolic activity led by Team MATALAW Adviser

BatStateU’s Team MATALAW holds up their banner for their program
initiative “Kalampag para sa Calumpang” held on Oct. 6, 2012 .

Vaberlie Mandane, Brgy. Chairman Ruben Pabrero,
and SK Chairman Jane Hannah Ilagan at Plaza
Mabini. This was followed by a parade from Plaza
Mabini to Calumpang River in Barangay Cuta,
where the participants brought “pangkalampag” –
coke bottles with stones inside.
Another group also started at Plaza Mabini and
ended along Calumpang River in Brgy. Kumintang
Ibaba This was followed by a simultaneous river
cleanup to increase the knowledge of the participants on the Calumpang River ecosystem and biophysical environment.

BatStateU students actively participated in the walk for a cause and coastal clean up activity as part of the “Kalampag para sa Calumpang”
extension project spearheaded by Team MATALAW of the College of Arts and Sciences.
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BatStateU launches Adopt-a-School Program in Rosario, Batangas

Prof. Romeo de Castro, Director for Extension Setrvices, together with faculty members of Rosario West Central School (RWCS) served as
witnesses as RWCS Principal Marilyn Marasigan and Dr. Tirso Ronquillo sign the Memorandum of Understanding between BatStateU and
RWCS for the Adopt-a-School Program.

The BatStateU Extension Services Office formally
launched the Adopt-A-School Program at Rosario West
Central School (RWCS), Brgy. Namunga, Rosario,
Batangas on October 12, 2012.
This project is under the University’s Adopt-ASchool Program through SULAMBI – the University
Integrated Extension Program.
RWCS Principal Marilyn Marisigan welcomed the
guests from BatStateU, DepEd – Rosario District, Parent-Teachers-Community Association (PTCA) and
private partners. She stated that RWCS is fortunate

to have a new found partner to enhance the quality of
education that would benefit not only their pupils and
teachers but also the local community.
The message of the University President, Dr. Nora
Lumbera- Magnaye was delivered by VPRDE Dr. Tirso
Ronquillo. The message focused on the importance of
education, and emphasized that through the program,
BatStateU and RWCS will build a lifelong relationship
with the community.
Dr. Ronquillo also shared to the audience the extension services philosophy :“An extension service that
empowers the communities from the bondage of poverty, malnutrition, ignorance, vices, and environmental
destruction to enable the people to live with dignity.”
On behalf of the DepEd– Rosario District, DepEd
Supervisor Dr. Dionisia Sarmiento humbly accepted the
extension services package, which she said will widen
the avenue of developing professional associations between BatStateU and RWCS.

BatStateU and RWCS officials and faculty members during the
signing of the Memorandum of Understanding for the Adopt-aSchool Program
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The day was highlighted by the ceremonial MoU
signing and unveiling of the Signage/Board to officially
launch the BatStateU – RWCS Adopt-A-School Program.
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Extensionists gather at the 3rd
National Biennial PAEPI Convention
Extension Services Director Romeo De Castro
and Asst. Directors Jovito Plata and Armando
Mendoza Jr. attended the 3rd National Biennial
Congress of the Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc. (PAEPI) at the
Lyceum of the Philippines (LPU- Manila) on Nov.
22 -24, 2012.
Sen. Loren Legarda, keynote speaker at the PAEPI National Congress, discusses with the participants the highlights of her agenda
especially on environmental issues.

Having the theme "Sustaining Development Extension Initiatives towards Societal Well-Being," the
National Congress aimed to: (1) serve as the avenue
where faculty/staff/extensionists/extension collaborators and development partners outsource current S &
T developments and other relevant extension related
information; (2) internalize community/rural development experience; (3) build up unity and strengthen
development extension work/initiatives toward societal well-being; (4) discuss and understand new roles
of extension implementers of institutions of higher
learning in response to the thrust of CHED and the
Commission of Anti - Poverty Advocacy; and (5)
assess various extension organizational issues and

PAEPI Members renew their oath of membership as a testament to
their commitment to the values and goals espoused by the association.

concerns in terms of leadership fund utilization and
sourcing, among others.
Senator Loren Legarda served as the keynote
speaker in the said conference. She emphasized that
climate change is a problem with unique characteristics. It involves complex interactions between climatic, environmental, economic, political, institutional, social and technological processes.

Prof. Jovito Plata, Mr. Armando Mendoza Jr. and Prof. Romeo de
Castro during the 3rd National Biennial Congress of the PAEPI
at LPU- Manila on Nov. 22 -24, 2012.
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“Climate change may have significant international and intergenerational implications in the context of broader societal goals such as equity and sustainable development” she further said.
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Mr. Jose Alberto Javier, Program Development Manager of Pilpinas Shell Foundation, Inc., shakes hands with Dr. Nora
Magnaye of BatStateU during the MoA
signing in support of TALIM student journalists held on Oct. 17, 2012. Also present are Mr. Generiego Javier of DepEd
Batangas City and Mr. Cesar Abaricia.

BatStateU, DepEd Batangas, BPC ink MoA with PSFI
To expand the concept of civic journalism and community coverage, and eventually develop a
more active and effective group of budding journalists in Batangas, BatStateU entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with DepEd Batangas, Batangas Press Club and the Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc.
(PSFI) held at Max’s Restaurant Batangas City on October 17, 2012.
The said MoA advocates the conduct of lecture-workshops among the pupil journalists from Tabangao, Ambulong, Libjo, San Isidro, and Malitam (TALIM) in Batangas City. Present in the event are
Mr. Jose Alberto Javier, Program Development Manager of PSFI; Dr. Nora L. Magnaye, President of
Batangas State University; Mr. Generiego Javier, Education Program Specialist of Dep -Ed Batangas City,
and Mr. Joenald Rayos, Board of Director of the Batangas Press Club.
School Principals and publication advisers from TALIM, members of the Batangas Press Club
and project staff from BatStateU-College of Arts and Sciences were also present in the said event.
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Engr. Mary Rose Persincula during the 3rd International Chemical
and Environmental Engineering Conference at Jalan Sultan Ismail, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on Dec. 21-23, 2012
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Dr. Lucille Evangelista during the Southeast Asia Psychology
Conference at the University of Sabah, Malaysia on Sept. 26-28,
2012

Southeast Asia Psychology Conference (SEAP) 2012
University Malaysia Sabah, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
September 26-28, 2012
Effect of Alcoholism in Recognizing Facial Expression Adjustment

Dr. Lucille D. Evangelista, Gemma
Cassanova, Cristina Marie P.
Greñas and Lea A. Tumambing

Self-Concept and Personal Variables as Correlates of Academic Performance Dr. Lucille D. Evangelista
Defense Mechanism of College Students in their Academic Adjustment

Dr. Lucille D. Evangelista, Kenneth
Carl Garcia, Marivic G. Moit and
Roqena M. Quizon

2012 International Conference on Green Technology and Sustainable Development
Hoochimich City, Vietnam
September 29-30, 2012
Characterization of a Recombinant Lipase from Geobacillus sp. that Shows
Potential for Degradation of Used Cooking Oil Waste

R. E. Arevalo, V. A. Alcantara, I.
G. Pajares, Amor P. Magtibay, F.
Reyes and J.F. Simbahan

1st International Center for Communication Studies Manila (ICCS) : International Convention on Business,
Marketing and Advertising at the U.P. Film Institute, University of the Philippines, Diliman
September 1, 2012
Establishment of Lutong Pinay Food Company: Manufacturer
of Daing Flakes in Batangas City

Teodorica G. Ani, Marianne M.
Mañibo, Tawnie Ylvis Moscare and
Jean Benette O. Rodriguez

International Academic Colloquium with the theme "Reform and Innovation in Higher Education towards
Sustainable Development and Productivity"
Concourse Convention Center, Legaspi City, Albay
October 11-13, 2012
A Proposed GSM-GPS Based Public Utility Bus Travel Assistance
System for Batangas – Manila Route
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International Academic Colloquium with the theme "Reform and Innovation in Higher Education towards
Sustainable Development and Productivity"
Concourse Convention Center, Legaspi City, Albay
October 11-13, 2012
Waste volume reduction system through reverse vending
for San Jose Sico landfill multi-purpose cooperative

Ralph Gerard B. Sangalang and Gil
B. Barte

Design of a Fuzzy Logic Controller for a GSM – Based Bucket
Drip Irrigation System

Albertson D. Amante

Support System as Correlates of Academic Survival among College
Students: A Path to a Dynamic Intervention Program

Imelda M. Flores

“Rise from Grain” Profitably Analysis of Lowland Irrigated
Rice Production in Lobo Batangas

Rowena O. Anyayahan

“Flavour add or adds” Consumer Preference of Flavored
Chevon Tapa(goat’s meat)

Rowena O. Anyayahan

Animal: A four-Player Mobile Game Via Bluetooth

Michael A. Manalo

Assessment of BSIT Students Owning Personal Computer
on their Academic Performance

Renz Mervin A. Salac

Design and Development of In-Patient Charting System

Rodelito D. Pega

PhiSeaweeds: An Expert System

Lorejane E. Balan

The effects of playing computer games on the Behavior, Health,
Intellectual and Educational Aspects of Students

Djoanna T. Vasquez

The effects of social networking sites to personal lives of students

Benjie R. Samonte

Wireless Interactive Board Using Infrared and Bluetooth Technology

Froilan G. Destreza

Forosa Web Browser
Robotic Hands for keyboarding Tutorial

Joana E. Buenas

Personal Financial Capability of BatstateU Nasugbu Personnel
Development of Statistical Decision Tree for Social Science Research

Jose Alejandro R. Belen

The Philippine Domesticated Quails

Carmina Caurez

SMS via Bluetooth

Albert S. Mercado

The RDE Quarterly
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International Academic Colloquium with the theme "Reform and Innovation in Higher Education towards
Sustainable Development and Productivity"
Concourse Convention Center, Legaspi City, Albay
October 11-13, 2012
Assessment of Faculty Research in a Region

Anania B. Aquino

Development and Utilization of Alibangbang Extract Bouillon

Celia J. Nolasco

Secondary Students’ Perception and Attitudes towards Careers
in Tourism

Marithel J.Tiangco

Enhanced program of Guidance and Counseling Services
of BatStateU ARASOF Nasugbu

Analyn H. Venzon

Assessment of BatStateU Nasugbu CTE Extension Service Program:
Basis for the Proposed Action Plan

Estelito J. Punongbayan and Sandra Romanes

Host Community Perception on the Impacts of Tourism in Nasugbu,
Batangas

Miko B. Tialengko

Development and Validation of promotional Adversement Poster
of BatStateU ARASOF Psychology Program: An Exploratory
Application of Behavioral Psychology

Jay R. Bautista

Comparative Study on Behaviors Manifested by Nursing Students
during their Community and Hospital Duties

Julius R. Tolentino

The Savings Behavior of Selected Elementary and High School Students
and the Role of Parents and Teachers in Saving Mobilization:
A Study of Batangas City

Elisa S. Diaz, Glaiza C. Alvarez and
Marian D. Gamboa

Establishment of ARLEnterprise: Manufacturing of Amistoso Bag

Irene Maralit, Michelle Angela Alday, Sheela Marie Razonable and
Katheryn Lontok

Effect of Gender Equality to Philippine Poverty

Gemar Perez and Teodorica Ani

The effect of Leader Motivating Language on Work Performance
and Job Satisfaction as Perceived by the Employees of Soro–Soro
Ibaba Development Cooperative (SIDC) Batangas City

Gina Bonifacio and Marlon Perez

International Conference on Climate-Smart Knowledge Management for the Uplands
Bicol University, Legaspi City, Albay
November 7-9, 2012
Small Scale Wastewater Treatment Facility for Domestic Use
Contributory Factors to the Threathened Condition of Tawilis
(sardinella tawilis) in Taal Lake

Characterization of Taal Lake Water (Talisay Portion)
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Ernesto C. Magundayao, Maria
Clarissa D. Casao and Allan C.
Maranan
Rosenda A. Bronce, Shirley G.
Cabrera, Edwin Aguba and Noemi
Baisa
Rosenda A. Bronce, Jocelyn R. Castillo, Emelie A. Ona, Ivy Fides R.
Perez and Erma B. Quinay
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International Conference on Climate-Smart Knowledge Management for the Uplands
Bicol University, Legaspi City, Albay
November 7-9, 2012
Gleaning from the Flood Plain- The Himalayanization of Food
Security to Complement Nature Farming By the Mangyan
Alangan Tribe of Northern Oriental Mindoro, Philippines

James Anthony D. Guarde and Anacleto M. Caringal

Ethno-Veterinary Uses of Folkloric Plants in Animal Health
Management among Climate-Change Affected Mountain
Farmers in Southern Batangas, Luzon Island, Philippines

Mars G. Panganiban, Aldrin C.
Belda, Cristel M. Dalangin and
Katrine May l. Cay

Convergence for Ecotourism Program in Lobo – the Land
Once Under the Sea

Anacleto M. Caringal

What do local farmers experience and say about the changing climate?

Mars G. Panganiban, Emelou R. Catipon, Agnes M. Cueto and Ruselle
C. Vien

“Banglin” – a Shelter from the Storm and Summer: Remembering
the In-House Wisdom of Traditional Post-Harvest Management
by Mountain Agriculturalists

Anacleto M. Caringal

“Halayhay” – Warts and All Storing of Mountain Harvests:
Learning from the Traditional Wisdom of Mountain Agriculturalists

Anacleto M. Caringal

Cultivating Native Rice Cultivars under Century Palm Forest –
A Promising Indigenous Agroforestry System in Tropical
Dry Mountain of Southern Batangas, Luzon Philippines

Anacleto M. Caringal, Allan M.
Roxas and Angielyn R. Lalongisip

After Mealy Bugs and Sporadic Rain: A Time to Restore
the Sweet Green Economy of Lobo’s Vanishing Sugar Apple Farming

Anacleto M. Caringal and Rosie D.
Egea

Who scattered the wild Caps and berries until the rain falls?
Conserving Naturally-Grown Native Solanaceous for Food and Livelihood

Anacleto M. Caringal

The Removal of Heavy Metals in Simulated wastewater
using Activated Carbon from Corn cobs

Rejie C. Magnaye, Marielli Katherine C. Untalan and Rhonalyn V.
Maulion

The Efficacy of Combined Moringa oleifera(malunggay) Seeds
and Alum as Substitute for Pure Alum as Coagulant via jar test method

Rejie C. Magnaye, Eruel T. Bicol and
Sanni Rose B. Tumambing

Community Assessment on the Critical Factors Affecting the Implementa- Vaberlie P. Mandane, Heidi B.
tion and Effectiveness of Calumpang River Rehabilitation Campaign
Baraan and Claudine Faye H. Agno
“Sagoats” – The Answered Pair for Improving Productivity
of Poor Man’s Cow Among Upland Farmers in Lobo Batangas

Rowena O. Anyayahan

Keeping Up the Natural Stands of Tamarind Trees of Southern
Batangas for Hilly Lands Protection and Community Livelihood

Rowena O. Anyayahan and Jocelyn
R. Castillo

Socio-Economics and Sustainability of wood-based charcoal industry
in the Municipalities of Nasugbu and Lian, Province of Batangas

Carmina L. Caurez

Knowledge Assessment On Climate Change: Basis for Adaptation
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2012 International Electronics Conference and Expo Philippines
Philippine Trade Training Center (PTTC)
November 24-25, 2012
TEA Implementation in DE2-115 FPGA Board

Dr. Gil Barte

Australian Association for Engineering Education (AAEE) Annual Conference
Advanced Technology Center, Swinburne University, Melbourne, Australia
December 3-5, 2012
Analysis of Competitiveness of Batangas State University College of Engineering Using Porter’s Five Competitive Forces Model

Dr. Tirso A. Ronquillo

3rd International Chemical and Environmental Engineering Conference (ICEEC 2012) Concorde Hotel,
Jalan Sultan Ismail, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
December 21-23, 2012
Characterization of Oil from Chlorella sorokiniana

Engr. Mary Rose Persincula

International Conference on Advances in Computing and Communication Technologies (ICACCT)
Pattaya, Thailand
December 22-23, 2012
Wireless Interactive Board Using Infrared and Bluetooth Technology
Sign Language to Voice Translator

Dr. Gil Barte during the International Electronics Conference
and Expo Philippines at the Philippine Trade Training Center
on Nov. 24-25, 2012
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Mr. Froilan Destreza

Dr. Tirso Ronquillo during the 2012 Australian Association
for Engineering Education Annual Conference at Swinburne
University, Melbourne, Australia on Dec. 3-5, 2012
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1st Mathematical Society of the Philippines (MSP) Cebu Annual Convention
DepEd ECOTECH Center, Sudlon Lahug, Cebu City
December 6-9, 2012
Generator Subgraphs of the Cartesian Product and the Join of Graphs

Dr. Neil Mame

2nd Regional Techno Gabay Summit (RTGS) with the theme “Strengthening Consortium Alliance
through Collaboration and Strategic Governance”
Cultural Center, Provincial Capitol, Sta. Cruz, Laguna.
October 23-25, 2012

Design and Development of An Automated Bucket Drip
Irrigation System

Engr. Albertson Amante

Community Assessment on the Critical Factors Affecting
the Implementation and Effectiveness of Calumpang River
Rehabilitation Campaign

Ms. Vaberlie Mandane

Sensory Evaluation and Acceptability of Flavored Chevon
(Capra hircus) Tapa

Mrs. Rowena Anyayahan

Mrs. Rowena Anyayahan and Ms. Vaberlie Mandane for the poster and oral presentation of their respective
studies during the 2nd Regional TechnoGabay Summit held at the Culutral Center of San Pablo, Laguna on
Oct. 23-25, 2012.
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Published Output in a Refereed Journal
Journal:

Network of CALABARZON Educational Institutions, Inc.
(NOCEI) Journal

Research paper:

Cr+6 adsorption capacity of bentonite, chitosan, and Chitosan
coated bentonite beads
by Jayson P. Abanador, Lovelyn .M. Moreno, Kris-Ann R. San
Pedro and Rosenda A. Bronce

Published Outputs in other National Journals
Journal:

Research Educational Development and Training Institute
(REDTI) Journal

Research Papers:

Research Productivity of Batangas State University-Malvar:
Basis for Strengthening Research Policy
by Juvy G. Mojares
Gambling Behavior of Young Adults: A Basis for An
Intervention Program
by Lucile Evangelista, Reymelyn Candice S. Lagumbay and
Kris D. Pagcaliwagan
Awareness on Deceptive Practices in Print Advertisement:
Basis for Extension Activity
by Vanessa Valle-Castillo, Hazelle Manahan de Guzman and
Aileen Sañosa Sabaybay
Hardiness in Relation to Job-Related Stress Level
of Lawyers in Batangas City
by Leandro A. Dalhag, Kyne L. Dinglasan and Joemar B. Perez
Does Size Matter? The Effect of Class Size in the
Performance of BSED Students in ICS 101
by Philip D. Geneta

Small Town Lottery Betting Habits of San Jose
Barrio Folks: An Assessment
by Imelda M. Flores
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My Christmas at the Hanunuo world

Hanunuos from Upper Yunot are gathering charcoal to Banti

by Prof. Anacleto M. Caringal

The Hanunuo is one of the eight Mangyan tribes
indigenous to the island of Mindoro. Hanunuo Mangyans
can also be found in the municipalities of Mansalay, some
parts of Bongabong in Eastern Mindoro, and in the municipality of San Jose, Western Mindoro. There are more than
20,000 Hanunuo today based on recent updates by the
UNDP-assisted systematic information development
through the Asian Development Foundation (ADF).
The road to Upper Yunot stretches for some three
to four kilometers from the national road. It is obviously
impassable for any four-wheeled vehicle but graciously
spiky for foot, bi-wheels, and sledge. Along the way with
Bunglay porters, I took photos of Hanunuo coming down
carrying triple sacks of charcoal and bamboo. Just to earn
for Christmas, they have to meet the resident middlemen in
Cavillian, also of Hanunuo origin, who retail the products
three times the foot price.

Today at the Hanunuo world: (A) an old mulauin log left by
the road-creek; (B) week of soil-embedded and fuelled charcoal-making; (C) by the roadside, an old duhat stands witness
to piled sacks of charcoal ready for transport by middlemen
and (D) Cavillian’s delivery storehouse for charcoal

The forest of Upper Yunot has been fragmented by widening since time immemorial, but was also timbered by logging operation for decades. Logging road paved the way for timber exploitation and eventually to
cattle ranging, leaving the mountain soils acidic and unproductive for nature farming and with hardly regenerating secondary forest withered by extreme dry spell and slashed by Hanunuo’s recent cash generating economy
through unregulated charcoaling.
Short wet season lasts for three to four months, May to August, and brings run -off and flooding which
results to widening and siltation of Yunot’s tributaries. Local development brought electricity lines for a few
Hanunuo families who could afford bills for at least one or two bulbs. An elementary school was in place with
additional buildings donated at the mercy of a familial foundation project by the country’s largest TV network.

Bunglay’s traditional knowledge of plant medicine
Despite Hanunuo’s disappearing forest resources, their elders still hold indigenous knowledge on diverse plant species with practical healing values like Bunglay’s
balinaunao (left photo) – a small tree whose barks and roots are boiled, then sipped
to arrest nose bleeding. Bunglay Cadamot Tugas, 63, taught me local names of forest plants, some I forgot to write, but only remembered through photographs. Should
I stay there for a month, I could probably write a book about Hanunuo’s ethno botany. Every step along the way, he was introducing to me additional species and practical use for Hanunuo’s health. His fellow Hanunuos who returned hopeless from
unaffordable treatment often consult him about it, as he is regarded by many as the
doctor from the forest.
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The day before Christmas, I joined Bunglay, Tilo and
Marcing in harvesting food crops from their kaingin. Satisfying in
their own right, the meal for the next day was but the fruits of toiling
the Yunot’s mountain to grow main staples: banana and balinghoy.
Hanunuo’s food sovereignty is practically the fruits of nature farming. The outside world’s perception of forest destructive
kaingin is in fact characterised by diversity of organically-grown
varieties. Though I tried to validate from Bunglay’s in depth knowledge if Harold Conklin’s enumeration of 91 rice varieties still exist
today, he showed me only a handful of kamuros. The old and elaborate ritual of mountain rice farming gradually vanished in this landand so did their elders.

Bunglay and Nissa, both of
Hanunuo blood, have seven
children: Ruben the eldest;
Marvin (not in the photo);
Marcing (2nd from left) students at Lobo-based Batangas
State University. After him rest
are young females: Marissa,
Nelsa, Emalyn and Angel. A
boy Tilo (in yellow) is their
cousin.

Marvin (not in any of the photos) works as project area
mobilizer in Mansalay’s Hanunuo community under the facility
of SVD-run Mangyan Mission (MM) based in Calapan City. In
an apparent inferiority to an outsider like me, he offered boiled
violet yam and bananas for my dinner last December 21.

Christmas Lunch 2012: Pigeon peas in coconut
milk with lemon grass; Dressed boiled banana
and miracle cassava; Grilled-salted-dried fish
and spring water

As the afternoon sun beams from the hut window, Nissa, Bunglay’s wife, weaves the Hanunuo’s traditional clothing from inexpensive
yarns.
The RDE Quarterly

Conscious of where I had to sleep for the next evenings,
the family pointed to me the standing wood framework of their
new house, still roofless with at least 4m floor vertical clearance. “Ngayon pa lamang kami sir nagsisumula sa buhay”,
Marvin said, clearly apologetic for his perceived inconveniences.
After leaving me to his parents on December 23 to arrange a family get-together in another village, Marvin warily
reminded me to ask prior permission from every Hanunuo in
taking photos. His father, however, negotiated along the way to
his fellows that my photos were just for friendly souvenirs.

While I was about to leave their world, I texted
Marvin if I could possibly come back alone by summer
just to see for myself their fellow Hanunuos in Banti’s
tiangge. I wish to see if the Upper Yunot’s springs are
not silent during the merciless summer in Western Mindoro. By summer, Bunglay’s new house is perhaps no
longer roofless.
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Sojourn to Ilin Island
by Prof. Anacleto M. Caringal
From Bulalacao, I went to San Jose, Occidental Mindoro from December
26-27, 2012 by virtue of the supplemental travel prepared by the Office of
the Director for Research of BatStateU.
The purpose was to verify the extant geographic distribution of a critically endangered tree known as Philippine teak (Tectona philippinensis
Benth. & Hook. f., Verbenaceae) away from the species’ mainland population in Lobo, Batangas. The exact locality and habitat of the species in
Ilin Island off the coast of San Jose cannot be ascertained as reported by the Botany Division of Philippine National Museum in 1990
because there are no extant herbarium specimens of that species from the island.
Consequently, I collected specimens for Batangas State University and took photographs of the habitat, and he island, and conducted
rapid ocular inventory of natural population of Philippine teak with the assistance of the islanders.

Ilin Island is about an hour motor boat ride off the
west coast of San Jose, Western Mindoro. On December 27, I
was accompanied by two rangers from the Tamaraw Conservation Project (TCP) in San Jose: Onie Ordo and Ramil Lumanglas. Our boatman was Mr. Jesus Castillo.
We anchored by the coast of Barangay Labangan in
Ilin and met its village chief, Mr. Hermogenes Regalado, who
sailed my team through a wide flat boat to the ridge of Cansubong Cave, about 50-100m above the sea.
Along the coast of Labangan, I observed undisturbed
strips of old beach and mangrove forests. The barangay captain
told me that school children, fisher folks and his council members plant mangrove trees. They don’t log the bakauans for charcoal and are encouraged to conserve the forests.

The occurrence of Philippine teak in Ilin Island was fictional. During the 2001 field visit to this
island by John Chris G. Castro, a former botanical
collector from the Philippine National Museum, he
reported that Philippine teak no longer exists in this
island for the last 30 years based on his interview with
island dwellers who are more dependent on charcoal
for fuel wood and income source.

In Cansubong ridge (E), our team conducted rapid ocular inventory
of Philippine teak trees. There are around 900 stunted teak trees
here protruding from honeycomb coralline soils (A, B, C, and D).
Growth is suppressed year round by gusty winds plus the thin soil
layers of slow weathering coralline rocks.
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During the last ten years, the Mindoro
Biodiversity Conservation Foundation initiated an
inter-situ (re-introduction) conservation project in this
island to restore the population of some native trees
including the Philippine teak. The project was reportedly a success as Ilin dwellers became more ecologically conscious about the native Philippine hardwood
once abundant in their island.
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Faculty researchers accepted at the CI Mentoring Program
Eight faculty researchers from Batangas State University passed the screening process for the
Mentoring Program of Conservation International (CI) under the Coral Triangle Support Partnership (CTSP) funded by the United State Agency for International Development (USAID).

Prof. Amor Magtibay, Mrs. Rowena Anyayahan, Ms.
Ma. Sherylyn I. Perez and Ms. Carmina Caurez passed
the screening process and were accepted for the 2nd Science in Coastal Resource Management (CRM) Foundation Course and Mentoring Program for Marine Sciences.

Prof. Anacleto Caringal, Ms. Heidi Baraan, Mr. Octavio Pujanes and Ms. Angelica Macalalad
were accepted for the 3rd Science in Coastal Resource Management (CRM) Foundation Course
and Mentoring Program for Coastal Resource Socio-Economic Monitoring, Assessment and
Sustainable Financing
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UN-WFP, BatStateU explore possible
collaboration
A United Nations World Food Programme – Batangas State University (UN WFP-BatStateU) Collaborative Meeting on Disaster Preparedness and Response
Programme (DPRP) and Disaster Risk Reduction, Mitigation and Preparedness (DRRMP) was held on October
17, 2012 at the Conference Room, CITE Building, Main
I, Rizal Avenue, Batangas City.

Dr. Shirley Cabrera explains BatStateU’s completed research
projects related to disaster preparedness.

Mr. Juan Blenn Huelgas, Senior National Program Officer of
UNWFP, inquires on the University’s capacity to implement DPR
projects.

UN WFP DPR Programme Coordinator Michelle
McGonagle said that since last year, the WFP DPR programme has supported local governments’ disaster preparedness and mitigation efforts in four highly disaster
prone provinces of Benguet, Cagayan, Sorsogon and
Laguna. “We are currently in the second phase of the
programme and have extended our assistance to SUCs
and NGOs” she added. The involvement of the academe
aims to leverage SUCs’ expertise in science and technology to enhance community resilience to disasters.
During the roundtable discussion on possible collaboration between UN WFP and BatStateU, Mr. Juan
Blenn Huelgas, Senior National Programme Officer,
asked what the University can offer in terms of its response capacity to the community. Extension Director
Prof. Romeo De Castro shared the University’s partnership with TK in the implementation of environment
management projects. In addition, the University in
partnership with DA-BFAR, took the lead in mangrove
rehabilitation project in Nasugbu.

NSTP Director Dr. Romeo Guillo announced
that he is drafting the University–wide DRRM
Framework to be extended to communities. Research Director Dr. Shirley Cabrera said that the
College of Engineering has available completed
science and technology projects to be used as early
warning devices to enhance the people’s response
to disasters.
Ms. Maria Angela Flores-Abad, Institutional Partnership Specialist, suggested some areas of possible
collaborative works, which include capability – building training, preparedness and mitigation efforts, science and technology, and assessment of implemented
DRRMP projects.
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Officials from BatStateU and UN WFP discuss the various initiatives of
the University relating to Disaster Risk Reduction, Mitigation, and
Preparedness during the exploratory meeting on Oct. 17, 2012.
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Philippines's e-Extension Program Team Presents at the United Nations
Headquarters in New York City
Embracing change to cope with the times
- that’s exactly what the e-Extension Program of
the Philippines means when they pioneered the
use of the world-wide-web and mobile technologies in delivering extension knowledge to its clientele.
The initiative of the e-Extension Program
to use modern Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) such as Short messaging system (SMS), emails, instant messaging and online
fora to deliver extension service and information
to the farmers, fisher folks and extension workers
in the Philippines.

The Philippines’ e-Extension Team: Ms. Antonieta Arceo, Dir. Asterio
Saliot and Ms. Pamela Mappala

As such, this is among the topics of the Learning Center on using ICT to Design and Share Extension Knowledge for Developing Countries, which is part of the United Nations' Commission on Sustainable
Development (UN CSD) in the North Lawn Building, Conference Room D of the United Nations Headquarters in New York City. The UN CSD Learning Center session on using ICT to deliver extension knowledge
was sponsored by the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture. The workshop aimed to form a
world-wide virtual community of content and extension experts around selected subject -matter through a
Global Extension Network that would further provide knowledge needed in developing countries.
Director Asterio Saliot of the DA-Agricultural Training Institute (DA-ATI) together with Antonieta
Arceo and Pamela Mappala of the ATI-Knowledge Products Management Division (ATI-KPMD) were invited to share how the e-Extension Program improved agricultural extension in the Philippines. The team
presented the “Philippines's e-Extension and the Use of Mobile Phones in Knowledge Sharing."
With this, the alignment of the Philippine Extension Program with the US eXtension Initiative was
examined in terms of mutual exchange of information, technology platforms and applications.
The two other topics presented were on the "Importance of Agriculture, Extension, Rural Advisory Services and ICT in Current International Development" by Dr. Kristen Davis of the Global Forum on
Rural Advisory Services in Switzerland and the "Collaborative Tools and other eXtension Applications Useful in International Development" by Dr. Dan Cotton, Director of eXtension, US Cooperative Extension
System.

(news from the DA-Agricultural Training Institute)
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Five Technologies to Watch in 2013
By David Zax, MIT Technology Review
Another year has come and gone, and it’s time to look back on 2012 at the most intriguing gadgets and
doohickeys of the year. In particular, here are five technologies that stand out, looking back –largely because
the rest of their stories remain unwritten.
1. Wireless charging. This may be the year we recall as having finally sent
wireless charging on its way. As an IHS analyst recently put it to a CNET
reporter, “We are getting closer to the mainstream.” Around five million devices using wireless charging were sold in 2012, but we might see numbers
closer to 100 million in the coming two to three years. Madison Square Garden and Virgin Atlantic are among those who have started to build out some
wireless charging infrastructure for sports fans and frequent flyers.
2. 3-D Printing. 3-D printing is a technology that some say is overhyped at
best, an outright fad at worst. But in 2012, 3-D printing stood up for itself,
growing in a few unexpected ways. One of the more interesting stories this
year was about a development in New York, where the company Shapeways
presented a 25,000-square-foot facility that it intends to stock with 50 industrial-scale printers capable of cranking out five million products a year. It
will be interesting to see if 3-D printing plays an even more important role
in prototyping and product design in the year to come.

3. The stylus. Tablets have made their case, and are a part of our daily computing life. One area in which they’re lacking, though, is the stylus department. In particular, if the iPad and its ilk are to gain full acceptance as a productivity device for the creative class, technology companies will need to
develop a killer stylus. No one’s done so yet, at least not at scale for the consumer market. One interesting attempt to improve upon the stylus this year is
a vision from Samsung Electronics, which imagines a stylus that would double as a microphone, potentially coupling vocal input with manual.

4. Leap 3D. Covering Leap 3D, the emerging better-than-Kinect motionsensing technology, was a story that really got my pulse rate up this year.
The technology is said to be 200 times as accurate as Kinect, and subtle
enough to detect the very motion of your fingers. Sadly, the technology
doesn’t come out till 2013, so this story will really heat up next year.

5. The Nook. In a decade that has been generally turbulent for publishing, the last
year has been especially so. All eyes are now on Barnes & Noble as the last standing
mega-bookstore, and book lovers are now put in the position of defending a Goliath
they once saw as threatening to the neighborhood bookstore. As Amazon and its Kindle surge, B&N is making a last stand for the relevancy of a physical space for selling books–and ironically, the fate of B&N and its brick-and-mortar thesis relies on a
technology, the Nook. Microsoft’s significant investment in the project was heartening to a lot of people worried about the outsize influence Amazon could potentially
wield on publishing.
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The Speed of Change
from The Emerging Future (www.theemergingfuture.com)
Every twelve to eighteen months, computers double their capabilities, and so do the information
technologies that use them. Governments and the largest companies in the world use Ray Kurzweil's historical
trends of exponential growth charts for predicting the future.
The chart shows the improvement level that our
technology will have during the next five years. Notice
that we can clearly distinguish and reasonably intuit these
eight, sixteen, and thirty-two times improved technologies,
predicting the next five years.

Currently, our computing power and sensor capabilities
are starting to quantify cellular and molecular structures easily
and cheaply, and our tools are able to manipulate molecules. Today small companies are creating the paradigm changes that are
the domain of large corporations, universities, and government
agencies. Now boost it 1,000 times. The twelve to eighteen
month doubling rate known as "The Law of Accelerating Returns" is getting faster.

Eighteen to twenty years out, technological advancements will be hundreds of thousands to a million times more
advanced. This is the time period that "Singularity" is supposed
to occur. This means that bio, nano, robotic and computer technology will become so rapid, so advanced, and so profound that
today's limited understanding does not allow us to describe,
within reason, what life will be like.

Forty years out, with technology a trillion times more
advanced than today, we will be so far away from our current
knowledge base that it is pure guess work as to what will be
going on. There will be an explosion of highly intelligent biological, non-biological, micro, nano, virtual, mixed, and morphing life forms colonizing the solar system and beyond. Life
spans will then develop into life continuums.
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